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In this paper, we attempt to summarize what we know about student learning of data science
across diverse communities of scholars in the emerging field that is data science education. A summary of
what we know could have value as knowing about and being able to do data science is increasingly
important to gain access to educational and professional opportunities (National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Mathematics, 2018). Further, since data scientists play an influential role in shaping the
world around us (for example, in terms of privacy, profit, and fairness; D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020), it is
important for a societally representative group to have a voice in the conversation. Though possibly
valuable, summarizing what we know is challenging for several reasons.
First, data science is at least an interdisciplinary if not a transdisciplinary endeavor (National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics, 2018) that involves a range of competencies—
like programming and using statistical thinking—that have been traditionally taught and learned
separately (Cao, 2017; Jiang et al., 2022; H. Lee et al., 2022; Tierney, 2012). Second, because research on
data science learning is developing in different disciplines, the research is motivated by different goals.
For example, the special issue of the Journal of Statistics and Data Science Education (Horton & Hardin,
2021) was focused on reflecting on a key article on data science teaching and learning at the
undergraduate level, Nolan and Temple Lang’s (2010) call for statistics educators to introduce computing
concepts and computational skills to students learning statistics. While this paper was clearly influential
on authors doing research on data science learning at the undergraduate level, none of the authors of the
articles in the special issues on data science education in the Journal of the Learning Sciences (Wilkerson
& Polman, 2020) and the British Journal of Educational Technology (Jiang et al., 2022); one article in the
special issue of the Statistics Education Research Journal (Biehler et al., 2022) cited Nolan and Temple
Lang’s (2010) work. This example highlights the distinctiveness within the various disciplines studying
data science education, as the authors of these articles motivated their research based on their disciplinespecific research—not the need to integrate computing into statistics that Nolan and Temple Lang (2010)
highlighted. Last, data science practice is emergent and dynamic, changing quickly with new digital
technologies and questions (Cao, 2017; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics,
2018). It is hard to know what types of problems and goals data scientists will have in a few decades,
which means the goals for data science education research have and will continue to change. The
emergent and interdisciplinary nature of what falls under the data science and data science education
umbrellas creates significant challenges in synthesizing what we know and are learning across different
research and development agendas—as H. Lee et al. (2022) and others (e.g., V. Lee et al., 2022) point
out, the field is different from most others in K-12 education in that it is still developing and open to
being shaped.
Reflecting on these challenges to summarizing research about data science learning has led us to
pull back a bit from the “What do we know about data science learning?” question we initially sought to
answer, as any answer to that question may privilege a particular conceptual framing of the phenomenon
of data science learning. Given the diverse conceptual frameworks and approaches, we instead chose to
attempt a description of the current research that would illuminate the dimensions (areas of emphasis)
along which the research is being carried out. The diverse communities engaged in this research have
different foci, methods, and language for their data science education research, but in our review, we
found that these often could be attributed to differences in how agency is prioritized by the communities.
Because of this, we have chosen to review research on data science learning based on how the research
prioritizes three dimensions: material agency, personal agency, and disciplinary agency. Last, we do not
mean to suggest that these categories are mutually exclusive, or that these communities do not have
variability in their prioritization of them. However, we hope that this framing will provide a language that
supports synthesis across diverse approaches to understanding data science learning.
Material, Personal, and Disciplinary Agency in Data Science Education Research
Pickering’s (1995) ideas about the performance of science are particularly helpful in
understanding research about data science learning. Pickering’s work comes from the discipline of
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Science and Technology Studies—a community interested in the philosophy of science. He expands on
prior research in this area by focusing not only on topics typically within the purview of sociological
perspectives but also on what he referred to as the material aspects of how science works—or how
science is performed. From this perspective, scientific work is a performance that emerges in real time
without the knowledge of the final form that the result of the work will take. This means practices,
methods, machines, explanations, and knowledge are built without knowing the final result or the
implications of their development. This helps us think about the emergent fields of both data science and
data science education by foregrounding various performances that are carried out through the agency of
actors, what he refers to as a “dance of agency.” We argue that Pickering’s scholarship has something to
say about data science and data science learning. Data science education is primarily focused on
supporting students to learn to look at the world using machines and practices that extend the capacity of
our human minds and bodies. We cannot see global migration patterns (Kahn, 2020) or movie ratings and
revenue (Fergusson & Phannkuch, 2022), for example, without machines that humans build to “capture,
seduce, download, recruit, enroll, or materialize'' (Pickering, 1995, p. 7) the material agency that the
world exerts on us. These machines, then, create a new form of material agency, as they generate new
forms of data and questions we did not anticipate while building them. This is one reason why the field of
data science is motivated by new problems—many of which were unanticipated until they emerged,
created by innovative digital technologies and the worlds and digital trace data (Fischer et al., 2020;
Welser et al., 2008) they create.
The material agency of the natural world and the machines we build to capture it exert agency on
humans, but humans also exert agency on the world in response. Humans exert personal agency in an
attempt to capture material agency. These forms of agency “dance” in a dialectic of resistance and
accommodation, as material agency resists being captured and personal agency accommodates the plans
for capture and thus tunes these plans to where the world’s agency is sufficiently pinned down. However,
humans rarely act alone. Pickering also
attends to the social aspect of scientific
work by describing a new form of
agency when communities shape
practices, ideas, and machines. These
kinds of disciplinary agency support
humans to capture material agency but
also constrain personal agency as
practitioners are held to disciplinary
norms and conventions in order to
participate in particular communities.
The agency of these community norms
then engages in the dance with material
and personal agency.
Although Pickering (1995)
describes much more than these
features of scientific work, we argue
here that material agency, personal
agency, and disciplinary agency help us
see important dimensions of data
science and data science education, as
represented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Pickering’s different forms of agency that we use to understand data science learning.
Of course, following Pickering’s (1995) line of reasoning, the phenomenon that is data science
education that we are studying resists our attempts to study it: We acknowledge that most, if not all, of the
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prior research fits into multiple groups (material, personal, and disciplinary agency) we have used and
that we have only reviewed a slice of the relevant research. Also, we note that the purpose of using
agency as a frame is not to wedge research into a particular group; instead, it is to reveal the relative areas
of emphasis and to highlight opportunities for future design, research, and development. Still, we
maintain that this frame has pragmatic value in that we can consider research on data science learning
from a wide enough perspective to talk across diverse communities.
Research on Data Science Learning That Emphasizes Material Agency
Material agency refers to the ways the natural world and human-engineered worlds are active in
scientific work by creating phenomena that humans seek to understand, and by resisting human efforts to
examine phenomena as we’d prefer. Both the natural world and the worlds that emerge from humanengineered tools and systems are constantly variable, which creates challenges for those seeking to
understand it. After all, how can we answer a question about the world when the world is constantly
changing? The statistics field grew in response to a variable world (Cobb & Moore, 1997). For example,
Fisher developed statistical methods for making inferences about fertilizer treatments in agricultural
research because outcomes from identical conditions were variable (Rodgers, 2010; Wild et al., 2018). As
we suggested in the previous section, data science, too, has grown out of a need to manage new forms of
variable data created by rapid growth in computing power (Cao, 2017; V. Lee & Wilkerson, 2018; H. Lee
et al., 2022). Data science work, then, is fundamentally an effort to parse out and explain variation in
ways that are meaningful for the questions at hand. Statistics education and science education
communities have made productive student engagement with the variation and uncertainty generated from
material agency a focus of both research and design.
The American Statistical Association’s Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics
Education grounds all statistical inquiry as a practice of making sense of variable data (Bargagliotti, 2020;
Moore & Cobb, 1997). This is sometimes referred to as engaging students with the context of a data set
(e.g., Rubin, 2020). This means that students should have opportunities to develop data creation practices
to understand how choices about sample and measurement influence the variability in data (Hardy et al.,
2020). When carefully designed, this type of engagement with variability can support students to better
understand both practices related to data science and the phenomenon under investigation (Ford &
Forman, 2006; Manz, 2015). This is especially true when students are positioned to parse variation that
informs their question from variation due to random noise in the data (Hardy et al., 2020).
In addition to the material agency coming from the natural world, new digital technologies are
creating types of material agency that influence data science work in new ways and that create new forms
of variability to describe, explain, or predict. One example is the use of digital measurement tools (Lee &
Wilkerson, 2018). Students can be supported to engage with these tools in ways that help them reflect on
the agency of the tool and how to use it to accomplish their own goals (Hardy et al., 2020). When given
opportunities to grapple with challenges associated with data creation, students are better positioned to
manage material agency when cleaning and managing the “messy data” that results when they carry out
investigation procedures (Rosenberg et al., 2020; Hammett & Dorsey, 2020; Schanzer et al., 2022;
Kjelvik & Schultheis, 2019).
Research has shown, however, that it is important to carefully consider the forms of variability
that students encounter. Variation from measurement error alone has proven powerful and accessible for
early experiences with data generation (Konold & Pollatsek, 2002; Konold & Lehrer, 2008). In contrast,
variability caused by natural differences, production errors, and random fluctuations are more challenging
to reason through. It is clear that the source of variability is highly consequential, but little is known about
how students reason about measurement error when using opaque measurement tools such as digital
probes. This is likely a consequential difference for students since visible measurement methods, such as
using a ruler to measure the circumference of a tree trunk, provide accessible ways for students to reason
about error due to measuring trees at different heights, reading the rulers with degrees of precision, or
creating gaps or overlaps when iterating the ruler around the trunk. But, it is less clear what resources
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students can use to reason about sources of error when using digital probes, such as during investigations
that involve recording the temperature or pH of a solution. The probes could be calibrated imprecisely,
students might record data with a lag or at periodic intervals, or there might be slight differences between
manufacturers of these instruments. These considerations may be less visible to students and more work
is needed to understand how to support students well with these tools.
Although it is important to engage students with material agency, students are often not given
these opportunities (Miller et al., 2018; Hardy et al., 2020). This happens when disciplinary agency is
prioritized because students’ responses to material agency rarely replicate disciplinary norms. So, if a
teacher has a disciplinary norm as the primary goal of the investigation, they often restrict engagement
with the challenges of material agency because they are likely to complicate students’ conceptual
interpretations of the investigation (Hardy et al., 2020). In addition, reasoning about variability is
challenging for most people (Torok & Watson, 2000). Careful design, then, is needed to support teachers
to engage students productively with material agency.
●
●
●
●

Summary of Research on Data Science Learning That Emphasizes Material Agency:
It can be productive for students to describe sources of variability, including variability due to
measurement, the phenomenon under investigation, and random noise, but careful design is
needed because it can be tempting to avoid the challenges of engaging with the material agency.
While there is value in productively engaging students with material agency in the context of
complex (even “messy”) data, the conditions under which data should be messy and when it
should not need to be better understood.
Variability can be described, explained, or predicted; there is a body of research on how students
can productively describe and explain data.
Material agency requires learners to engage with understanding the context through which data
came to be. Given that data science draws on subject matter expertise that is relevant to a broad
range of contexts, learning about the context of the data is challenging but important.
Prior Research on Data Science Learning That Emphasizes Personal Agency

In this context, personal agency refers to the efforts humans make to capture material agency in
ways that help us control, observe, and explain it. As the natural and human-engineered worlds create
variable phenomena, humans have developed strategies, representations, statistics, models, and
computational systems to structure the variability in ways that allow us to make observations and
inferences that can’t be made by direct observation alone. However, these methods are always humangenerated artifacts, which means that data science methods and claims are always theory-laden (Hardy et
al., 2020). Methods are never neutral, and always represent the perspectives, goals, and values of the
people and communities that develop them. Learning sciences communities and Statistics Education
communities often focus on understanding the personal agency of learners in research on data science
learning (e.g., Lee & Wilkerson, 2018).
When students are given personal agency to make decisions about their data science
investigations, they can develop an understanding of and competency in using their agency to make
claims about the world around them. One result is that students expand their notions of what counts as
data to include information and artifacts from their own personal lives (Stornaiuolo, 2020). For learners,
then, data is not information generated by someone else, but potentially information about themselves and
their lives. Students can also develop competency in crafting “data stories” that are both empirically
grounded and personally meaningful (Kahn, 2020; Stornaiuolo, 2020; Roberts & Lyons, 2020; Lee &
Dubovi, 2020; Wilkerson & Laina, 2018; Wilkerson et al., 2021). These data stories position the students
against the data and the wider society the data represent, and students often use their agency and resources
around them to better understand their own history and community (Kahn, 2020; Roberts & Lyons,
2020). This can also help students understand that data and claims made with data are not objective but
are always stories told by people from a particular perspective (Rubin, 2020). This can support them to
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critically interrogate the personal agency behind data science systems and claims that others have
developed, sometimes referred to as critical data literacies (Stornaiuolo, 2020). This critical stance on data
science positions students to be not only objects of investigation, but to be active agents in generating,
interpreting, and critiquing data and decisions made with data.
Research has also shown that students’ personal agency can have strong epistemic congruence
with disciplinary norms and values. By epistemic congruence, we mean that students' data science work
rarely replicated disciplinary, but the motivation behind the students’ approaches and the ways they use
the representations, statistics, models, and computational systems they develop strongly resembles the
ways disciplinary tools are used. Student-generated data visualizations might not replicate the rules of a
histogram or dot plot, but they can often use principles like scale, order, and frequency as tools to
communicate something important about their data (Petrosino et al., 2003; Lehrer & Schauble, 2007;
Konold, Higgins, Russell, & Khalil, 2015). This work can then support students to view data in terms of
the aggregate shape created by representations, which is important for then thinking about descriptive
statistics to index center and variability (Watson & Mortiz, 2000). Research has shown that students can
invent innovative statistics that attend to distributional characteristics in meaningful ways and that with
thoughtful design and support they use and reason about these statistical inventions in ways that are
similar to professional statistical work (Lehrer & Kim, 2009; Jones et al., 2017). Students can then use
these ideas and practices as epistemic tools to make inferences with data in innovative ways (Konold,
2012). And finally, research has shown that students can exert personal agency to create, compare, revise,
and use probability models to make inferences and develop machine learning algorithms (Lehrer &
English, 2018; Zimmerman-Neifeld et al., 2019).
●
●

●

Summary of Research on Data Science Learning That Emphasizes Personal Agency:
Learners possess epistemic—knowledge-related—assets that can serve researchers, designers,
and developers of data science learning when these assets are recognized in instruction and
instructional design.
Though students are unlikely to reinvent all of data science during the course of a class, there is
significant evidence that with careful design students can be positioned to see data as personally
meaningful, community coherent data stories that communicate important findings to target
audiences, and develop data science approaches that resemble disciplinary approaches in
meaningful ways.
It is important to scaffold and sequence students’ learning about data in such a way that permits
learners to not only exert personal agency but also make progress toward generating answers to
the questions on which they were working.
Prior Research on Data Science Learning That Emphasizes Disciplinary Agency

Disciplinary agency concerns the norms and practices that individuals in a discipline adopt—and
explicitly and implicitly coerce others to adopt. Of course, such forms of agency are malleable and can
change over time, as is the case with the emerging domain that is data science. Statisticians and computer
scientists have been prominent in writing about data science learning from a perspective that highlights
the norms and practices of their disciplines. This work is taking place in communities that are likely
familiar to statisticians and computer scientists, especially those who carry out research in post-secondary
settings.
Indeed, one of the most important papers that highlights disciplinary agency is Nolan and Temple
Lang’s (2010) article calling for a greater role for computation in the statistics curriculum, as this work
was not primarily motivated by issues related to personal or material, but rather by changes in the
statistics (and burgeoning data science) discipline. Ahead of its time, this article calls for greater breadth
and depth regarding students’ use of computational methods when they are learning statistics—as well as
the importance of using computational methods in the context of working with data. Disciplinary norms
are privileged by considering the six topics Nolan and Temple Lang (2010) recommended for integration
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into the undergraduate curriculum, including scientific computing with data (i.e., programming the steps
to be taken in an analysis), computational statistics, and the use of integrated development environments
(applications for editing, writing, and debugging code). Several of these are contiguous with traditional
statistics topics; others—such as advanced computing, including the use of distributed/high-performance
computing systems—are less often covered in traditional statistics education.
Many articles highlight the importance of programming to the statistics and data science
disciplines (Çetinkaya-Rundel et al., 2022; Çetinkaya-Rundel & Ellison, 2021; Dogucu & ÇetinkayaRundel, 2021; Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2020; Hardin et al., 2015; Heiznman, 2020; Kim & Hardin, 2021;
Kim & Henke, 2021). Also, an emphasis on programming has been an emphasis for researchers who
approach data science through the lens of computing education and the role of data in the work of
computer scientists (Dryer et al., 2018; Schanzer et al., 2022). This emphasis on programming is not
limited to these articles; Nolan and Temple Lang (2010) pulled no punches when writing about their
importance, claiming that, “computational literacy and programming are as fundamental to statistical
practice and research as mathematics.” (p. 96). Providing further evidence for the centrality of
programming, Schwab-McCoy et al. (2021) conducted a survey of introductory data science course
instructors and found that RStudio (a commonly-used integrated development environment for R) and
Jupyter notebooks (a type of document for data scientists to use Python) were the most commonly used
software for introductory, college-level data science courses. Mirroring this finding, the most commonly
used programming languages were R and then Python, respectively. Further, there is a clear synergy
between this work and that of computer scientists, especially those taking a data-centric approach (e.g.,
Schanzer et al., 2022; Krishnamurti & Fisler, 2020). Notably, two prominent K-12 data science curricula,
the high school-focused Introduction to Data Science (Gould et al., 2018) and the middle and high
school-focused Bootstrap:Data Science (Schanzer et al., 2022) both emphasize programming.
In short, programming—especially in R at the undergraduate level (Schwab-McCoy et al.,
2021)—is a disciplinary tool that is having a strong influence on data science. This research teaches us
that novices can learn to code in the context of a one-semester course. Admittedly, this research is
primarily at the undergraduate level, but the students in such courses often bring similar degrees of
preparation as students at the high school level—especially older high school students. Further, the
research around the two K-12 data science curricula also emphasizes programming—and there is some
evidence for how even young students can learn to program and find programming to be valuable to them
(Heinzman 2022; Schanzer et al., 2022). We do note that far from all research on data science learning
(even at the undergraduate level) emphasizes programming. Many scholars have called for an approach
that emphasizes data literacy at least at the very outset of students learning data science. These studies
either provide web-based tools for students to gradually become familiar with code (Burckhardt et al.,
2021) or do not use programming at all (Mike & Hazzan, 2022).
Another element of this research is on undergraduate course contexts and particular designs that
engage students with the specific technologies data scientists use in practice; what Horton and Hardin
(2021) refer to as creative structures. These include deliberate choices about aspects of the course beyond
the programming language that is (often) used: the course website, nature of assignments and projects,
and means for teachers and students of giving and receiving feedback, among others. As others have
pointed out, this work often takes the form of case studies (for examples of case studies, see SchwabMcCoy et al., 2021). Çetinkaya-Rundel and Ellison’s (2021) paper is emblematic of this approach. Other
papers extend this sophisticated infrastructure to emphasize reproducibility through the use of the server
tool Docker (Çetinkaya-Rundel & Rundel, 2018) and other technically sophisticated technologies and
programming tools (Burckhardt et al., 2021; Dogucu & Çetinkaya-Rundel, 2022; Kim & Henke, 2021).
Thus, a second focus is on creative, thoughtfully designed course structures, especially at the
undergraduate level. This work suggests that in order for students to be successful, instructors need to
consider the instructional design of their courses; how the course goals, instruction, assessments,
opportunities for practice and help, and even the technologies used to manage the submission of
assignments align and work together to support learners to know about and do data science.
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A final finding from research highlighting disciplinary agency concerns scaffolds for learning
new and highly valued analytic and modeling techniques in data science disciplines (Horton & Hardin,
2021), such as machine learning. For example, Fergusson and Pfannkuch (2022) show how the core tenets
of machine learning can be taught to K-12 aged students when designed and taught in a particular
manner; namely, using a particular (“informal”) approach that emphasized visualizations, a potentially
relevant data set (movie ratings), and a browser-based environment for students to run R code. Other
papers emphasize machine learning (e.g., Jiang et al., 2022; Zimmermann-Niefield et al., 2019) and even
artificial intelligence (Druga & Ko, 2021) as well as modern approaches to inferential modeling (Kim et
al., 2021), including Bayesian approaches (Erickson, 2017; Kazak, 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2022; Warren,
2020), developing statistical software (Reinhart & Genovese, 2021), web scraping using social media data
(Boehm & Hanlon, 2021; Dogucu & Çetinkaya-Rundel, 2021), and using git and GitHub (Adams et al.,
2021; Beckman et al., 2021; Curtis et al., 2020; Kim & Henke, 2021;). This work shows that learners can
develop the capacity to use new analytic and programming tools with deliberately-designed courses.
●
●
●

Summary of Research on Data Science Learning That Emphasizes Disciplinary Agency:
Research that prioritizes disciplinary agency has emphasized the roles of computing and highly
valued procedures and tools within data science disciplines (e.g., programming and scientific
computing with data, the use of integrated development environments, and version control tools).
Many studies at the undergraduate level, and a few at the K-12 level, have chosen particular
programming languages amenable to teaching beginning programmers, especially R and python.
Students can learn particular, technically-sophisticated, often recently-emerged skills, like
machine learning, inferential statistical methods, and statistical software engineering, when
supported through careful instructional design and support from software tools and teachers.
How Can We Generate a Deeper Understanding of Data Science Learning?

Data science education is a new field, and summing up what is known about data science learning
requires a landscape perspective. To take a wide-angled perspective, we considered a framework that
includes three forms of agency that have a bearing on how a field of science may unfold—one based on
Pickering’s (1995) description of the forms of material, personal, and disciplinary agency.
Using this framework, we first identified and described research that highlights the role of
material agency, or how the world affords and constrains particular forms of data and types of data
analysis. In many ways, this form of agency is likely familiar to statistics education researchers who have
long emphasized ideas around variability, context, and case and aggregate (Rubin, 2020)—indeed a lot of
this work has been carried out by scholars in statistics education, with contributions by scholars in the
learning sciences, computer science education, and other disciplines. But, new technologies invite new
forms of data (e.g., digital trace data) and new methods (e.g., machine learning and text analysis
methods). In this way, we can see how the present-day world “resists” (in a way that can be thought of as
agentic) traditional attempts to be understood. This means innovation on the part of data scientists—and
teachers and learners—is needed. Following material agency, we considered research predominantly by
scholars in the learning sciences that prioritized the role of learners’ personal agency, describing research
that showed how careful design and a strident focus on supporting the goals and ideas that learners have
can lead them to meaningful questions, answers, or solutions to problems. This research shows us that
learners’ motivations and resources matter with respect to learning data science; even young learners
know about the world and can use data and data science methods to make sense of the world. Finally,
personal agency—in a field of study—can develop into the norms and practices of a discipline. Such has
been the case with even the emerging field of data science, where there now exist many courses and
curricula, reform documents, and books and articles in journals. Statistics and data science educators and
computer scientists have been at the forefront of this research, conducting case studies, carrying out
survey research, and developing and assessing curricula that reflect what data scientists do in a form that
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is intended to be accessible and useful to learners at the K-12 and undergraduate level. This work
privileges computer programming and other computational skills to learn new data science techniques.
Following this summary, we make several recommendations for how to extend the state of what
we know about data science learning. We frame these recommendations humbly and in the spirit of
questions to work to answer together.
To what ends can we orient our work? There are two freely-available curricula focused on data
science learning (Introduction to Data Science and Bootstrap:Data Science) worth celebrating, but the
data science education community might find value in considering general “models” for how research on
data science learning could be oriented. The general question we ask invites answers inspired by the work
of scholars in other (K-12, especially) educational research disciplines. One answer that we think is useful
is the model provided by learning analytics research, which has the potential to help to organize the work
of interdisciplinary and collaborative research groups. Learning progressions are developmental,
empirically grounded, and interpretable and usable to educators (Arnold et al., 2018). Thus, learning
progressions also knit a developmental view of learning with specific contexts and strategies for
supporting that learning. Since learning progressions are empirically grounded, they can be well attuned
to learners’ ideas and challenges, providing a means to focus on personal agency and how it interacts with
material agency. Since they are developmental, learning progressions can have an eye on important
disciplinary goals, and communicate the ways students might engage with material agency to challenge
and grow their thinking towards these goals. For instance, if designers and educators wish for students to
think about how data can be used for a purpose other than what it was originally intended, a research
program organized around learning progressions might develop empirical evidence of students’ initial
thinking about secondary data sources, how their thinking shifts and changes as they work to create new
questions while exploring the data, and how they think with secondary data sources about how others
generated the measures. Other education fields, including statistics (Arnold et al., 2018), science (Alonzo
& Gotwals, 2012; Schwarz et al., 2009) and mathematics (Fonger et al., 2018), and, recently, computing
(Rich et al., 2018) have worked to develop such learning progressions. What, for instance, might a
learning progression for machine learning or predictive analytics be like? Or a learning progression for
students’ ideas about the nature and role of data? Or how do ideas about programming develop alongside
ideas about exploring data? Last, how might we assess student learning along a progression (e.g., with an
assessment like the Levels of Conceptual Understanding in Statistics; Whitaker et al., 2015)? As noted
earlier, we think learning progressions are an example of one innovation we can borrow from other fields.
What is the role of systems-level organizations and supports? We began this paper with a
reference to the important work of Nolan and Temple Lang (2010) which is essential to statistics and data
science educators at the undergraduate level, but, through the present, not referenced very much by
researchers focused on data science learning at the K-12 level. We think this one example highlights how
there is little dialogue between data science education researchers at the undergraduate and K-12 levels
(in addition to data science educators in industry—a substantial group we have not yet mentioned; Kross
& Guo, 2019). This example also suggests that there may be other, similar disconnects, such as those
between scholars at the K-12 level who approach data science education from backgrounds in computing
education or the learning sciences—or any of the other sub-disciplines that make up educational research.
In sum, we think that research in data science education may be developing more rapidly than one might
expect, but also in more siloed ways. If this is the case, what are the roles of systems-level organizations
and supports—such as (additional) journals, conferences, and funding sources—to support sustained
growth in research about learning data science? How might teachers be supported to teach data science?
And how might schools and districts deploy the necessary infrastructure to support data science learning?
How much weight should be given to the different dimensions of knowing and doing data
science? This is a broad question that relates to how data science is defined. Here, we point to the work of
other scholars on definitional questions—especially V. Lee et al.(2022)—and instead focus narrowly on
the computational (and programming-related) parts of data science. While computing is generally
considered to be a core part of what sets data science apart from statistics (Breiman, 2001; Donoho, 2017;
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018), its role in data science learning is not
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entirely settled. Namely, some data science curricula—even at the undergraduate level—de-emphasize
programming (Burckhardt et al., 2021; Mike & Hazzan, 2022). This is the case at the K-12 level, too; few
papers in either the aforementioned Journal of the Learning Sciences or the British Journal of
Educational Technology special issues involved programming (though many used computers to access,
process, visualize, and model data), though the high school (Introduction to Data Science) and middle and
high school (Bootstrap: Data Science) curricula both emphasize programming. We think the question
about the role of programming is an important one on its own, especially as computer science courses
become more common at the K-12 level. Also, we think that a more general topic to consider is the
weight given to the different concepts (the “knowing”) and practices or skills (the “doing”) that comprise
data science. Even if students at the K-12 level do not program to wrangle or process data, they might
when modeling data, for instance (e.g., Wilkerson-Jerde & Wilensky, 2015; Wise, 2020). Also, given that
many definitions of data science include a discipline-specific component (cf. V. Lee et al., 2022), a
related question concerns what about learning data science generally applies across disciplines, and what
is specific to the topics, data, methods, and phenomena that characterize specific disciplines, a question
asked by data science education scholars (Finzer, 2013; Jiang et al., 2022). As teachers in different subject
areas may have different degrees of experience teaching with data (Rosenberg et al., 2022), efforts to
support data science learning across disciplines may need to carefully consider what discipline-specific
supports, tools, and resources are needed for teachers and learners alike.
Whose voice is highlighted in scholarship on data science learning? The question of who has a
voice—and whose voices are valued—clearly overlaps with questions about not only diversity but also
questions about what is societally just. This question also pertains to which disciplinary backgrounds are
privileged or discounted. We think these different dimensions of who has a voice cannot be easily
disentangled, and so we address them together. While there is doubtless value in coming to similar
findings despite using different research approaches, there is also value in different approaches to
researching data science learning. We have found it beneficial to consider essential research by scholars
not only with backgrounds in computer science and statistics education, for example, but also in the arts
(Matuk et al., 2022), humanities (Vance et al., 2022), social studies (Shreiner & Guzdial, 2022), and
everyday life and experiences (Gebre, 2022; Radinsky & Tabak, 2022; Vacca et al., 2022). Other scholars
have argued for the importance of a broadly humanistic approach to data science education, one that
recognizes that questions about who uses data overlap with questions about who has value and power (V.
Lee et al., 2021; Philip et al., 2016). As the field develops, it is important to continuously reflect on who
shapes what we know about data science learning.
Conclusion
In some ways, reviewing research on data science learning is easier now than it was at any point
in the past: We were guided by the work of the contributors and the editors of no fewer than four special
issues on the topic across different disciplines as well as several related reports and review papers. At the
same time, the developing research across diverse communities creates new challenges in summarizing
where we are and what we know. We believe attention to how material, personal, and material agency are
prioritized in scholarship about data science learning can support synthetic conversations across
communities–and possibly collaborations across different disciplines. Future progress depends on
bringing together the strengths of the research across different fields, and attention to how students are
supported to meaningfully use data to explore a variable and changing world. We are hopeful that such
progress can lead to a more complete portrait of data science learning and opportunities in the future for
students at the K-12 level to do and share the results of their ambitious work with data.
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